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Big data is ubiquitous in today’s digital age. Cloud usage has made
unlimited data storage possible and affordable. Numerous business
platforms allow enterprises to acquire this data – from internal
business files and industry knowledge to customer information.
However, this mass of data and knowledge needs to be organized so
that users can easily search and find the information they need. This
can be done with the help of knowledge management (KM) software.
The solution allows you to identify, create, distribute and organize
your firm’s knowledge repository. It gives your organization a unified,
single information pool that can be easily accessed, discovered and
updated. In this way, the product helps to make enterprises leaner
and more efficient and profitable.
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Award Levels

Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology
The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking is based on
data from our customer reference platform, market presence,
web presence, & social presence as well as additional data
aggregated from online sources and media properties. Our
ranking engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report rankings.

MARKET LEADER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market
share. Leaders have the highest ratio of
customer success content, content
quality score, and social media presence

The overall Customer Success ranking is a weighted average
based on 3 parts:

relative to company size.

CONTENT SCORE
●

Total # of vendor generated customer references (case studies,
success stories, testimonials, and customer videos)

●

Customer reference rating score

●

Year-over-year change in amount of customer references on
FeaturedCustomers platform

TOP PERFORMER
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
significant market presence and

●

Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers platform

resources and enough customer

●

Total # of customer reference views on FeaturedCustomers

reference content to validate their vision.

platform

Top Performer's products are highly rated
by its customers but have not achieved
the customer base and scale of a Market

MARKET PRESENCE SCORE
●

Social media followers including LinkedIn, Twitter, & Facebook

●

Vendor momentum based on web traffic and search trends

●

Organic SEO key term rankings

●

Company presence including # of press mentions

Leader.

COMPANY SCORE
●

RISING STAR

Total # of employees (based on social media and public

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that

resources)

does not have the market presence of

●

Year-over-year change in # of employees over past 12 months

Market Leaders or Top Performers, but

●

Glassdoor ranking

understands where the market is going

●

Venture capital raised

and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to
establish momentum and a minimum
amount of customer reference content
along with a growing social presence.
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2022 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Knowledge Management Software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.

* Companies listed in alphabetical order
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ABOUT ATLASSIAN CONFLUENCE

Confluence is an enterprise wiki
used by more than 13,000

With more than 100 active users an hour, and 500 new pages a day,
Confluence Data Center keeps our teams connected across the world and
allows us to collaborate at scale.
FREDERIC ROS
HEAD OF DEVELOPMENT EFFICIENCY, AMADEUS

companies around the globe for
helping development teams to
collaborate and centralize their
knowledge base. Confluence gives
you the power to create anything meeting notes, project plans,
product requirements, etc.

We knew our developers liked using Confluence to collaborate and document requirements. Security just joined a workflow
that already worked well. It takes a few minutes to fill out the form, and about four minutes to get back the corresponding
Jira security requirement tickets. What used to require more than 20 hours of meetings and review now takes minutes. This
app solves a huge security pain point that is very prevalent in software development.
MICHAEL SHEPPARD
SENIOR APPLICATION SECURITY ENGINEER, DOMINO’S

Confluence has enabled anyone in the company equal opportunity to
participate, ask questions, and use their voice towards building a company
our employees’ grandkids can be proud of.
KATIE BURKE
CHIEF PEOPLE OFFICER, HUBSPOT

Confluence appeals to non-technical users because it's so easy to use. At the
same time, it appeals to developers because it's flexible and easy to modify.
LIZ GRAY
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT LEAD, BRAINTREE
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ABOUT BLOOMFIRE

Bloomfire was the most fun, interactive, and user-friendly solution out there. It was more social
as opposed to the work or drudgery of sharing information across multiple platforms. I also
looked at two custom solutions, but they would have required additional IT support on our side.
MARISA HONOMICHL
VICE PRESIDENT OF MARKETING, JASCO

Bloomfire exists to organize
knowledge and expertise, and
makes it accessible and shareable
with the people that need it most.
Bloomfire's easy-to-use, elegant
social knowledge network software

Bloomfire allows us to respond to questions that require input from a group of people, and to
store that information in a place where it can easily be located and accessed again. It identifies
experts with an intelligent search engine that connects knowledge and people.
DAN ZADIK
SOLUTION ARCHITECT, DUN & BRADSTREET

is used by thousands of employees
at leading companies for social
learning, customer service, and
sales and marketing alignment.
With Bloomfire, collaboration is
easier, work gets done more
efficiently, and employees and

Bloomfire gives us a lot of visibility as the knowledge management team
into what knowledge is important at Cardinal Path right now.
ELISE DUNHAM
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER, CARDINAL PATH

customers are more satisfied.

Customers want to make sure that the people they’re interacting with are knowledgeable. And
that’s where knowledge management and KATE come in. It’s critical that our associates feel
confident when assisting members; when associates can access information within seconds, this
level of confidence is conveyed over the telephone, resulting in a positive member experience.
TAMMY SHELMAN
VICE PRESIDENT OF CUSTOMER EXPERIANCE, AGIA
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ABOUT GURU

Guru helped us realize that we needed to structure the way we present knowledge to enable our
customer-facing teams differently. We recognize that people are looking for an answer to a
pertinent question and they need to be able to get that information quickly, so we make our
knowledge in Guru as sound bite-ish as possible.
SUNSHINE LEVIN
PRODUCT MARKETING MANAGER, SALESLOFT

Guru (getguru.com) is a real-time
knowledge management solution
for sales and sales enablement
teams that knows when, how, and
where to deliver knowledge to you
without you having to look for it.
With Guru, you don’t just manage
your knowledge; you create a

Guru is a simple but powerful knowledge base that allows us to share knowledge and
information across our team. The Chrome or Slack add-ons are accessible and useful, especially
the Slack Emoji reactions to look up content, or to create content right from a Slack message.
It's an insanely great idea.
STEVEN GRADY
SUPPORT SPECIALIST, TRELLO

network out of your entire
company's collective intelligence
for your sales team to leverage.
Guru does this by unifying your
joint knowledge and leveraging AI
to suggest relevant information to
your reps – all in real-time and in

Guru changes the way we manage knowledge. Our team previously relied on "hive mind" knowledge. The product that we
support is fairly complicated, and though we have great documentation, there are huge amounts of one-off questions
which have answers that are only stored in our brains. Guru has enabled us to do a "brain dump" into its easily searchable
interface. It allows us to curate that content and make sure it is always up to date.
MORGAN IMEL
CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANALYST, LOOKER

every application they work in. The
more you use Guru, the smarter it
gets.

Guru gives us instant access to answers when we talk to our customers and have the
knowledge of some of our 10-year experts. It also helps us keep up with the market as
we are updating it often with competitor information and other useful information.
VICTORIA WALLS
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT REP, WRIKE
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ABOUT ONNA

We love how Onna uses AI to help us improve information search
across multiple platforms.
LEV FINKELSTEIN
VICE PRESIDENT OF CORPORATE FINANCE & STRATEGY, DROPBOX

For organizations, knowledge is
power. Onna accelerates the
discovery of knowledge, enabling
businesses to gain valuable
insights from the ever-growing
amount of fragmented information
that exists across the vast number
of collaboration, communication

In the past, we would rely on manual exports from the cloud software’s interface,
which usually took considerable hours that we would bill to the client hourly. With
Onna, we have more predictive costs and can offer the client better estimates.
JOE POCHRON
PRESIDENT OF FORENSIC TECHNOLOGY AND CONSULTING, TRANSPERFECT LEGAL
SOLUTIONS

and content applications. By
connecting information silos,
organizations can unify, protect,
search, and build on top of their
proprietary knowledge. With Onna,
organizations save time and
money, reduce risk, and use
knowledge to be more competitive.

Today’s fast-paced work environment demands seamless collaboration and
best-of-breed app integrations so that organizations can get their most critical
work done in a simple and secure way.
JEETU PATEL
CHIEF PRODUCT OFFICER, BOX

Onna’s Knowledge Integration
Platform connects to Slack,
Microsoft 365, Google Workspace,
Confluence, Dropbox, Zoom and
many others, to enhance activities
like eDiscovery, information
governance, knowledge

From the power of the platform to the team as a whole, I can’t
recommend Onna enough.
SYLVIE STULIC
SENIOR MANAGER OF LEGAL OPERATIONS AND LITIGATION, ELECTRONIC ARTS

management, and identifying
private and sensitive data sharing.
With teams across North America
and Europe, Onna supports some
of the world’s leading companies,
including Dropbox, Electronic …
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ABOUT PROPROFS KNOWLEDGE BASE

Our knowledge base has exploded to over 200 useful articles full of
relevant data, documentation, images and video.
TREVER EHRLICH
CREATIVE SOLUTIONS MANAGER, KENCO

ProProfs Knowledge Base software
is a one-stop solution for
businesses looking to reduce
customer tickets and manage
company knowledge. The software
comes with compelling features
that help you create a centralized

I love ProProfs user experience. The interface is easy to use yet packed
with powerful settings.
DANIEL STEIN
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVES, TOURO COLLEGE

platform that can be accessed
on-the-go. Having catered to
companies across various
industries, they at ProProfs
understand your requirements for
knowledge management solutions.

All our information is now organized & searchable thanks to supportive
implementation team of ProProfs.
TELEPERFORMANCE

With ProProfs Knowledge Base
software, they aim to help you
delight your customers as well as
employees with anytime &
anywhere access, instant answers,
and smooth search experience.

ProProfs support is one of the best I have experienced. They truly care
about their customers and deliver resolutions fast.
BILL WISELL
HEALTH LICENSING COORDINATOR, NEBRASKA DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN AND HEALTH
SERVICES
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ABOUT STACK OVERFLOW

My favorite feature is that on the private instance you can mention a
specific person who might know the answer.
ROMAN ZAVARNITSYN
SYSTEM ARCHITECT, ADIDAS

Stack Overflow is the largest, most
trusted online community for
developers to learn, share their
knowledge, and build their careers.
More than 50 million professional
and aspiring programmers visit
Stack Overflow each month to help
solve coding problems, develop
new skills, and find job

Engineers should help solve the hardest questions, the unknowns, where being
familiar with how the product was built is essential. But we don’t want to keep
answering solved problems over and over again. That’s where Stack Overflow really
helps.
SUYOG RAO
DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING, ELASTIC

opportunities.

Instead of trying to figure out how to reach people and bother them while they
are working, I’m able to go to Stack Overflow for Teams and get the answers to
my questions.
MOSH FEU
FRONT END DEVELOPER, WIX

Stack Overflow for Teams is great for documenting one-off developer
questions. We now have a centralized and searchable platform to keep
documentation for popular questions from our developer teams.
KYLA BOULDIN
SOFTWARE ENGINEER, BARKBOX
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ABOUT WIX ANSWERS

Wix Answers is a unified customer
support solution that puts the
agent-customer interactions in one

By switching to Answers, we've cut our response time to under 30 seconds by
automating time-sensitive processes. But, the biggest win was eliminating the need for
multiple vendors—everything is now in one place and easy to use, remotely or
in-office.
YAKIR LASRY
VP OF CUSTOMER RELATIONS, MYHERITAGE

single view. Driven by self-service
and intuitive UI, the agent’s time is
spent only on what’s actually
needed: delivering spot-on
answers and increasing customer
satisfaction. All support channels
working together to give insight

Wix Answers was so communicative and supportive especially in the
onboarding phase, the time when you really need that extra bit of help to get
the hang of it. That completely shaped our partnership.
ALEXANDER BECHTE
PRODUCT MANAGER, REGIONDO

into the most common customer
pain points to build a better
product and guarantee customer
retention.

I’m drawn to communities, and our company is a real community. That’s
something we also found at Answers. They’re so communicative and
responsive - that's completely our wavelength.
MEGAN MCLEAN
HEAD OF CUSTOMER SUCCESS, FITDEGREE

Thanks to Wix Answers, we know exactly what our users need from us. Our
knowledge base enables our users to find what they need to succeed with our
platform and also help our support agents respond more efficiently.
OREN BEN-AMI
EDUCATION MANAGER, FIVERR
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ABOUT ANSWERHUB

AnswerHub is a robust developer
relations software that gives you

In a fast-paced changing environment, Answerhub has provided a tool that is
intuitive, robust and requires minimum support. This allows for quick
adoption, deployment, and savings in implementation costs.
TECHNICAL WRITER
TERADICI

everything you need to build,
manage, and grow a thriving
internal or external online
community to share knowledge.
Users can capture, organize, and
share knowledge in a variety of
ways including questions and

Unity Answers is better than the old forums for getting answers to questions because: it allows
people to vote on answers, making the best ones float to the top, it’s easier to find existing
questions and answers, and people who are more trusted by the community get more power.
RUNE JOHANSEN
CREATIVE PROGRAMMER, UNITY

answers, ideas, and knowledge
base articles. Built-in gamification
helps to engage and identify topic
experts to allow for easy question
routing. Advanced features like
moderation, user management,
access control, and role-based

Our team works diligently to answer questions as soon as possible. We also
encourage our users to address questions of interest and contribute to our
knowledge sharing community.
RALPH ANDREW CHOCHLAC
DIRECTOR OF PRODUCT MANAGEMENT, STUDYMODE

permissions give administrators
everything they need to control the
content, users, and access to the
knowledge in their community.
AnswerHub can also be
customized to look and feel
however you'd like with its built-in
theming and plug-in engines. Rest

Replacing our Q&A system with AnswerHub decreased our support costs
dramatically. The knowledge that users share on Guru Answers shows their
specific expertise, lending credibility to both employers and freelancers.
INDER GUGLIANI
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GURU.COM

API and SDK access give you all of
the tools you need to build on your
own or let AnswerHub's
professional services team help.

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT ELIUM

Using Elium is simple and intuitive and it really promotes collaboration
and engagement within the Oversight and hotel teams.
ANGELE MIARD
KNOWLEDGE MANAGER, OVERSIGHT

Elium is the leading european
knowledge sharing platform
deployed in small and large
knowledge centric organisations
such as L’Oréal, Capgemini, and
EDF. Elium is the web and mobile
platform dedicated to enterprise

Elium has become the concrete embodiment of the collaborative spirit implemented within Eura Nova.
People within the Eura Nova network have intuitively perceived that their inputs to the project were
efficiently tackled, and that they were clearly invited to take part in the action through it. Thanks to this, we
are able to provide the relevant support and added value promised to our clients.
HERVÉ BATH
CO-FOUNDER, EURA NOVA

knowledge sharing. It enables you
to collect, share, enhance
knowledge and information
flowing within and beyond your
organisation.

Through the platform, EFUS connects 250 local and regional authorities
across Europe which share their practices. The organisation also provides
them with a rich knowledge base upon which they can develop their policies
and actions.
ELSA FONTANILLE
COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER, EUROPEAN FORUM FOR URBAN SECURITY

We wanted Elium to be a key element of the TCS digital workplace. The possibility to
upgrade to Elium was a real win for us. This knowledge-oriented tool gives us the
opportunity to reposition our social network. It offers a lot of value.
KURT TONINI
PROJECT COMMUNICATION MANAGER, TOURING CLUB SCHWEIZ
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ABOUT HELPCRUNCH

HelpCrunch is an all-around
communication platform for

We think HelpCrunch is an awesome tool. It was pretty simple to connect to
our system which is a huge plus. Besides, it’s great your customer care really
helps our customer care when we need it. We love it!
JAN STŘECHA
MARKETING MANAGER, REKOLA

customer service and sales. It
combines modern live chat, in-app
messenger, auto messaging,
ticketing, and email automation.
Designed for SaaS and web
services, e-commerce and
online-to-offline businesses,

I really like HelpCrunch. I spent less than 10 minutes to integrate and
customize it. It's so customizable and looks really nice on our website. Also,
there is a mobile app and we can always be online for our customers. Thanks.
MIKE TIMASHOV
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, CHERRYPIE STUDIO

HelpCrunch helps convert website
visitors into customers, maximize
sales, increase retention, and build
loyal relationships.

Quick support is a must in today's modern age. Since switching to
HelpCrunch, we've noticed a much higher conversion rate and happier
customers.
EMIL
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AMBASSADOR WATCHES

The product is great and your enthusiasm and personal attention to
customers makes a big difference.
JEROEN BORGESIUS
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, PR-DASHBOARD

TRUSTED BY
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ABOUT HELPJUICE

Helpjuice helps companies save

It’s much easier keeping our knowledge base updated and organized through
Helpjuice than it is to keep track of multiple Google Docs or static HTML files. We are
happy customers of Helpjuice and look forward to continuing our relationship.
NICOLE
SUPPORT MANAGER, COLLAGE.COM

millions in customer support with
their powerful knowledge base
tool. Companies like Indeed.com
and Coastal.com are able to deliver
instant support to their customers
with Helpjuice's knowledge base.

When looking for the best options knowledge base tools, Helpjuice was the
best from the market as they offered even more advanced features and the
best service throughout the sales process.
TAMAR KHUTULASHVILI
TBC INSURANCE

Helpjuice provides us a knowledge base that is easy to navigate and
searchable for our users to become smarter and more independent.
STEPHEN SMITH
IT MANAGER, AVERHEALTH

With Helpjuice we were able to put all the knowledge in 1 place where everyone can access to it
and refer to it. That killed managerial time spent in training time by 75% I'd say, and greatly
reduced the errors made by the agents by 50% and accuracy of handling of the customer issue.
CELIA ORDONEZ
DIRECTOR OF SUPPORT, ONE STEP GPS
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ABOUT KNOWLEDGE POWERED
SOLUTIONS

Universal Knowledge has allowed the team to significantly improve the quality
and service that we can provide, with a reduction in AHT and significant
reductions in message errors and scheduling.
SHELBY SMITH
DIRECTOR, INDIANA UNIVERSITY HEALTH

Knowledge Powered Solutions
(KPS) offers Knowledge
Management Software that
improves customer service at the
same time as delivering

The beauty of the KPS system is that it is so simple to use and
administer yet delivers so many benefits through our outsourcing
operations.

operational efficiencies for many
organisations across different

MARTIN BILL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, CONTACT 121

industry sectors. KPS specialises in
providing Knowledge Management
solutions for Internal Knowledge
Management, Contact Centres,
Service Desks, Shared Service
Environments and Web
Self-Service. They provide
knowledge management (km)

I could not be happier with our decision to use KPS Universal Knowledge in
our contact centre. Our team is finding answers quickly, enabling us to
provide timely and accurate responses to the citizens of Baldwin County.
SHANNON SPIVEY
CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP MANAGER, BALDWIN COUNTY COMMISSION

solutions that deliver efficiency
savings, enhanced staff
performance and increased
customer service for organisations
across the world.

Universal Knowledge provides us with an easy to use content creation tool, in addition to us
being able to incorporate existing forms of knowledge. The ability to use a natural language
search against very technical information and provide access via our website will be key to us
continuing to provide world class support to our customers.
BILL WALLACE
TECHNICAL MANAGER, SRO SOLUTIONS
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ABOUT SLITE

We use this with our organization to centralize our knowledge management
process, procedures, and documents. The tool does a great job of
organization, editability, and has a great user interface.
RYAN CAREY
CITY PARK CHURCH

"Slite is a collaborative workspace
where remote teams get their best
work done. Document. Discuss.
Decide. All in one place. Creating
any kind of document as easy as
typing. A powerful editor includes
advanced tables, built-in video
explainers, sketching, and

It isn't just another team-collaboration app, because they marry knowledge
collection feature with team collaboration. Easy to add your comments and
cite ideas that are worth pursuing.
ASTER SAPIN
TELSTRA

hundreds of integrations. And with
Discussions, your team's important
conversations can now live
side-by-side with your living
documents, making async
decision-making easy. More than

Slite is the go-to tool for us to centralize our knowledge. We use it to onboard
new team members and for new hire orientation. It's like our Wikipedia.
BERT CATTOOR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, GECKOMATICS

100,000 companies have created a
Slite account so far, give it a try for
free.”

I implemented Slite at our office as a knowledge base for all of our processes
and everyone has LOVED it. We now use it for all of our client meeting
minutes, as personal notebooks, and training/reference material.
LIZZIE LE
PRETTY BOOKS
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ABOUT INSIDED

Built specifically for B2B SaaS

The inSided platform is user-friendly and an important channel where customers can help each
other. Customers search online to answer product and service related questions. Whether they
are experiencing a problem or want to change something, it is extremely important that they
find what they are looking for.
ONNO VAN DER POEL
MANAGING DIRECTOR, TELFORT

businesses, inSided by Gainsight is
a Customer Success Community
Platform that uses the power of
community to measurably improve
customer engagement. As a result,
customer success is transformed
to become a direct driver of

Take a look at any community built on inSided, and you'll immediately recognize that
the platform is built with the end-user in mind. The layout is clean and intuitive, and
we hear from members all the time that our community is simply a joy to use.
ADAM BALLHAUSSEN
DIRECTOR OF CUSTOMER EDUCATION, DOCEBO

business growth. Companies enjoy
greater-than-average engagement,
broader product adoption, higher
retention rates, improved upsell,
lower support costs and increased
ARR, while their customer success
and support teams get to focus on

We want to empower all developers on the Thinkwise Platform to become experts. The
Thinkwise community creates a central place to share knowledge, experience, and best
practices from which all Thinkwise Platform developers can benefit.
MOLLER TOMA
PROJECT MANAGEMENT OFFICER, THINKWISE

higher value initiatives and
proactive outreach. For a
zero-obligation demo or expert
advice on community building,
reach out to us at
hello@insided.com or visit our
website: www.insided.com.

We compared a number of providers, but it quickly became apparent that inSided was our best
option. There are many advantages to a SaaS platform that is constantly in development.
Secondly, we connected well with the people from inSided. It is a no-nonsense company that
knows what it’s doing.
MARIJN PANNEKOEK
SENIOR ONLINE MARKETER, ENECO
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ABOUT DOCUMENT360

Document360 is your one stop
Software as a Service knowledge

We have been working with Document360 since the beginning to integrate them into our
company. We have migrated our existing knowledge base to the Document360 platform. I like
Document360's clean, dynamic look and how simple the document creation and organization
process is, and all of the customizable features, especially URL Mapping.
LORIN CHUN
TECHNICAL WRITER, KIT CHECK

base platform for software project
and project documentation. With
Document360, you can create rich
documentation and knowledge
base for your offerings both
internal and external with ease.
Document360 provides world-class
authoring experience and can be

We have fairly complex needs, and Document360 support was there with us all the way, making
sure that we were all set and ready to go as soon as possible. If you’re looking for a SaaS
Knowledge Base that’s easy to use, includes extensive features, and has great support, I can’t
recommend Document360 highly enough.
YOSSI KARP
TECHNICAL WRIRING TEAM LEADER, BIGID

customized to meet needs from
small to large scale enterprises.
With easy to configure capabilities,
you can manage multiple project
documentation, configure multiple
users and view the analytics that
will help you keep your knowledge
base content fresh and relevant.

With our rapidly expanding company and clients, we needed a knowledge
base documentation host for our clients. Document360 stood out as an
exemplary product and easy to use. It is a necessary tool for any growing
company.
MICHAEL HOGAN
TRAINING AND DOCUMENTATION LEAD, URVENUE

Document360’s knowledge base assistant and contextual help feature is
amazing to use and allows us to offer in-app product assistance to our clients.
MARK CATTLIN
PRODUCT MANAGER, RESEARCHBODS
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ABOUT HELPDOCS

Because HelpDocs is user friendly and because you get a pleasant result with
what you create, it makes you want to use it. We now regularly add new
articles, which was not the case with our former tool.
CORINE BARBAZANGES
HEAD OF MARKETING, GUIDIGO

HelpDocs makes beautiful, easy to
use support pages for
product-focused teams.
Knowledge bases that're easy to
maintain, always relevant, and look
great. They're solving customer
support at scale with self-serve

Our customers are reading our documentation rather than asking questions
right away, and we're using HelpDocs internally to onboard new employees.
SARA PION
CUSTOM SUPPORT ADVOCATE, DRIFT

options that customers actually
want to use. Better for your
customers, and with a reduction in
your support volume, better for
your bank balance too.

HelpDocs has given us a high quality, easy to use area to store important
information that our users need to know. It empowers our users to get the
information they need themselves.
STEVE FUNK
HEAD OF SUPPORT, SIA

We've definitely seen a reduction in support requests for areas that we've covered in our
knowledge base. The integrations between HelpDocs and our other tools have also streamlined
our support processes for those customers who do prefer to get in touch and made support
much more enjoyable.
SARAH
CO-FOUNDER, INSIGHT
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ABOUT HEROTHEMES

Heroic Knowledge Base Themes &
Plugins for WordPress. Products to

Heroic Knowledge Base is turning out to be one of my favorite plugins. It's
stable, fast and has a clean and attractive front-end interface. They are also
ahead of the game on customer service. Totally impressed.
BRETT MCINTOSH
ORGANISER, INVESTEAN

reduce your support tickets and
give you happier customers.
They've created the most popular
range of self-service support
themes available for WordPress,
helping small & large businesses
reduce their support cost and give
a better experience to their

At Pagely we set up the KnowAll theme as a pre-sales knowledge base for people evaluating our managed WordPress
hosting service. KnowAll has been a great asset to the Pagely sales process. The search feature provides a fast way to filter
by keyword and the categorical organization gives a simple means to browse by topic. Analytics show us which articles are
unclear and need refinement. Having it indexed by Google gives us SEO benefits. We're happy customers of HeroThemes
and endorse both the product and the support we've received from the company.
SEAN TIERNEY
DIRECTOR OF SALES, PAGELY

customers.

No doubt, this is one of the best support platforms. Invest and get your
knowledge base ready in a few hours. Really worth it!
SURJITH SM

A lot of thought has gone into this theme, in how it looks, works and how both the
user and admin interact with it. In comparison to other knowledge based software
available on the market, KnowAll does a wonderful job at a fraction of the cost.
DAVE LEGION
FOUNDER, TAXO'D
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ABOUT NUCLINO

Nuclino is the right choice for teams to start documenting their projects and ideas and
collaborate without worrying about their budget at the beginning. If you are not sure what to
use for your documentations and collaborations, check it out and you won't be disappointed.
MOHAMMED ESSAID
ZAD GROUP

Nuclino is the easiest way to
organize and share knowledge in
teams. Create real-time
collaborative documents and
connect them instantly like in a
wiki. Use the tree, board, and
graph view to explore and organize

Nuclino is very different from traditional wiki hosting services. The
interface is much more modern, intuitive, and real-time.
CHRISTOPHER WILSON
TECHNOLOGY RESEARCHER, NASA

your knowledge visually. It's great
for meeting notes, product
requirements, docs, decisions, and
more.

A lightweight wiki that does exactly what it should, without any features
that really are not needed.
ERIC STEPHAN
RADIXBAY

Our 35-person team would not be able to operate at such a high level without
the use of an easy-to-use, app-based, documentation software like Nuclino.
SETH MATTOX
OWNER, APEX HOSTING
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ABOUT SLAB

We created scripts as an opportunity to empower everyone on the team to be
able to perform user interviews. With Slab, the readout that we're getting from
our users is more granular and more fruitful.
KAMILLE JOHNSON
SOFTWARE ENGINEER, ELUCD

Slab is building their long-term
memory. They reimagined the
humble knowledge base from the
core user needs to make
information sharing within teams
fast, intuitive, and empowering.
Behind the scenes, they geek out
over the latest technologies to put

I don’t have to think about how to set up my workspace in Slab. I go in, and
can get straight to writing documentation without worrying if people will be
able to find it.
LUSINE KUCHUKYAN
PRODUCT MANAGER, TEAMABLE

a simple and elegant product on
the center stage. They are a small
team of experienced developers
and designers backed by top-tier
investors, including Matrix
Partners, CRV, and NEA.

Slab has become a repository for all knowledge at Alchemy, and it will
only be more valuable as we grow.
JOE LAU
COFOUNDER AND CTO, ALCHEMY

It was great being able to merge the knowledge base that we had in GitHub
with what we had in Slab without it being a jarring experience for the user.
AMMAR BANDUKWALA
CO-FOUNDER AND CHIEF TECHNOLOGY OFFICER, CODER
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ABOUT STARMIND

Using Starmind, we crowdsource knowledge from over 10,000 community members across the
globe. This enables our employees to get fast answers to their day-to-day questions from
experts throughout Swiss Re, while being able to focus their energy on their jobs.
SIMON MARGULIES
HEAD OF SELF-SERVICE SOLUTIONS, SWISS RE

Starmind is the smartest, fastest
and most intuitive way to connect
employees to the expert
knowledge they need. Its
human-centric patented AI learns
who knows what on any given topic
and identifies the best colleague to
help solve a problem, regardless of

With Starmind we’ve made knowledge accessible to everybody. With a truly
open-book culture we can explore new, more innovative ways of working,
improve the employee experience, and make the business more successful.
STEFAN NÜNLIST
HEAD OF GROUP COMMUNICATIONS & RESPONSIBILITY, SWISSCOM

their title, department or location.
Some of the world`s largest
organizations are currently using
Starmind to boost productivity,
break down silos, retain
knowledge, and help new joiners
get up to speed. With a 98%
resolution rate, it puts a stop to

Starmind is really about us sharing our tacit knowledge, and there are really multiple benefits for that. For the individual,
it’s about building your professional brand and being known for the work you do and the knowledge that you have. For the
directors and managers, it allows teams to search, share and collaborate globally. For R&D, it’s about capturing the
associate’s technical knowledge that helps today, share and pay dividends into the future. Using Starmind has enabled us
to accelerate this process, and it really helps drive speed to market.
DONNA MANN
DIRECTOR OF KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT, PEPSICO

endless searching, solves the
problem of information overload
and removes the need for
inefficient knowledge management
and sharing tools. Starmind
transforms the way the world
works by freeing expert knowledge

One of the strengths of Starmind is that you can ask a question anonymously,
so what that does is really open up the floodgates for people to ask questions
with a great degree of psychological safety.
BARRY BYRNE
HEAD OF GLOBAL KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT STRATEGY, NOVARTIS

for everyone.
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ABOUT TETTRA

Tettra is the simplest and most

People want to know what the quarterly priorities are. It’s a really easy, searchable way for
people to find the information that they need. We’re always look for ways to keep those
priorities in front of the employees. It helps people feel connected to something bigger than just
their jobs out in the field.
LAUREN ELMORE
PRESIDENT, FIRMATEK

delightful way to write about any
process or project happening in
your company. They have instant
access to information and other
people. In seconds, they can find
answers, connect with people, and
share their voice with the world.

It’s easy to edit, it’s easy to give editing and administrative permissions,
and it’s really quick and intuitive. I’d recommend it to anybody.
AARON STONE
CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING SUPERVISOR, RECTEQ

Tettra helps us eliminate information silos throughout the org, which reduces
ramp time for hires, increases collaborative productivity, and ultimately
ensures we're moving as quickly as we can in growing the business.
PATRICK CAMPBELL
CO-FOUNDER & CEO, PROFITWELL

Tettra has taken our shared knowledge to the next level. Honestly, I can’t
imagine trying to replicate what we’ve done with Tettra in any other
way.
JESSICA VIONAS-SINGER
DIRECTOR OF INBOUND MARKETING, SMARTBUG MEDIA
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ABOUT LIVEPRO

Staff are so happy with the new system, and the transition was so easy! They
actually want to add more information to the system to take advantage of it!
WENDY SCOTT
CUSTOMER SERVICE CO-ORDINATOR, LOCKYER VALLEY REGIONAL COUNCIL (LVRC)

livepro is the perfect answer. Since
2001, the livepro team has
partnered with clients to improve
customer service quality & delivery.
Their clients have discovered that
not only does it improve the quality

We are so pleased we chose livepro for our knowledge management.
livepro delivered great results and have turned out to be great partners.
LIBBY EWING-JARVIE
GENERAL MANAGER, DATACOM CONNECT

of the customer experience, it also
helps to strengthen your brand,
improves team satisfaction and
makes you a star! And you don’t
need to be an IT guru to use it. At
livepro, improving customer
service through effective

We liked that livepro had a good knowledge of the way Councils worked and
were able to offer advice on best practice. They were able to advise us on how
to use the system in a way that was most effective for our team.
SANDRA CORMACK
PROJECT MANAGER, GYMPIE REGIONAL COUNCIL

knowledge management is their
passion.
Staff satisfaction has been a big reward from this project. They’ve become confident in the
knowledge they’re sharing with customers. Our customers are also enjoying major benefits, with
the quality, speed and consistency of customer service improving significantly.
ANNA RIZOS
MANAGER OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE, LIVERPOOL CITY COUNCIL
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